
The website is centered around the subject of lessening the negative human 
impacts on the planet and on the planet's ability to sustain life. The website with 
its clean and simple layout explicitly distills the four streams of 
sustainability—environment, people, economy and culture—into a format that 
is compelling, integrated and most 
importantly, actionable. The producers of 
the living principles are stalwarts of their 
respective field and have nurtured the 
idea behind the website which helps a 
browser to get connected with the 
purpose of the site. The strong & 
committed partners  ensure  that  
actionable ideas get implemented thus 
ensuring the honesty of the approach. In 
their own words their partners “have 
adopted the Living Principles framework 
to promote a common understanding of 
integrated sustainability throughout their 
organization and encourage their 
stakeholders to use it to drive business 
decisions.” The simple yet creative layout 
helps to easily navigate through the 
content rich website. 
The consistent tabs and the fat footer add 
to the ease of navigation. The presentation 
and style of the website is elegant and the 
throw is powerful and since graphics are kept to a minimum the load time is cut 
down to a bare minimum. The graphics are significant and extremely effective 
in their messaging. Though the website sharply and creatively communicates 
the message through its design, the home page is cluttered with too much of 
information. On a maiden visit, the presentation of the home page may be not be 
able to create sufficient curiosity in the user and thereby may lose the 
opportunity of converting the user into its regular visitor. In order to absorb all 
the content of the home page a viewer will require too much  time during which 
the viewer may find himself disengaged and disconnected .
Overall, the holistic content of the website is compelling and easy to 
understand. The content of the website is very informative and has been 
presented in an interesting manner. The inclusion of subjects which showcase 
various stories of destinations having greener environment across the world 
has potential to motivate its audience. The websites approach, with its content 
can help in inducing a preference in the people towards a greener lifestyle.
The inclusion of stories from different organisations which follows the 
sustainable style of business is inspiring. This can help the website user in 
appreciating the importance and relevance of sustainability in daily life. It can 
also provide ideas for maintaining a sustainable business and life style.  
Sections like 'Editor's pick' and 'word of the day' can teach the audience 
different important terminologies and subjects related to sustainability, whilst 
the browser earns a new partner for their holy journey. The content is rich in 
substance and impactful in style thus enacting the role of a catalyst in 
converting its audience .
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“The Living Principles for Design 
framework is a catalyst for driving positive 
cultural change. It distills the four streams 
of sustainability – environment, people, 
economy, and culture – into a roadmap that 
is understandable, integrated, and most 
importantly, actionable. Designers, 
business leaders, and educators can use 
The Living Principles to guide every 
decision, every day.This website is a place 
for the global design community to co-
create, share and showcase best practices, 
tools, stories and ideas for sustainable 
design across all disciplines. Help us move 
the conversation, the industry and the 
world.” ~  www.livingprinciples.org
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